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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The database distribution system characterized by sending the information

corresponding to the authority of said distribution place mail client in the database distribution

system which sends the information on a database to a distribution place mail client.

[Claim 2] The database distribution system which characterizes by to have the database access
equipment which accesses said database, the authority chart showing account of said

distribution place mail client, and the response of the authority which accesses to said database,

and distribution data-control equipment which match the information which said database access
equipment acquired with the authority shown in said authority chart in the database distribution

system which sends the information on a database to a distribution place mail client, and to send
the information corresponding to the authority of said distribution place mail client.

[Claim 3] Furthermore, the account which is equipped with the security conversion table showing
the mail address of said distribution place mail client and the response of account, and is set as

said security conversion table is a database distribution system according to claim 2

characterized by being the same as that of account for said distribution place mail client

accessing said database.

[Claim 4] Said distribution data control equipment is a database distribution system according to

claim 3 characterized by using said security conversion table and said authority chart, and
specifying the authority accessed to said database of said distribution place mail client.

[Claim 5] Furthermore, the password which said security conversion table is equipped with the

mail address of said distribution place mail client and the conversion table of a password, and is

set as said security conversion table is a database distribution system according to claim 3 or 4

characterized by being the same as that of a password for said distribution place mail client

accessing said database.

[Claim 6] Said distribution data control equipment is a database distribution system according to

claim 3, 4, or 5 characterized by accessing to said database of said distribution place mail client

by matching a password from the mail address of said distribution place mail client using said

security conversion table and said authority chart.

[Claim 7] The database distribution system according to claim 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 which said

distribution place mail client is plurality, and is characterized by sending the information

corresponding to each authority of two or more of said distribution place mail clients when the

authority accessed to said database of two or more of said distribution place mail clients is not

the same.

[Claim 8] The record medium characterized by recording the program for making a computer
perform processing which sends the information corresponding to the authority of said

distribution place mail client in the database distribution system which sends the information on

a database to a distribution place mail client.

[Claim 9] In the database distribution system which sends the information on a database to a

distribution place mail client The processing which acquires account and password of said

distribution place mail client from the file corresponding to the security which matches the mail

address of a distribution place mail client with account and a password, Said acquired account



and the processing which acquires information according to the access privilege set as said

database using said password, The record medium characterized by recording the program for

making a computer perform processing which matches information and a mail address and is

passed to a mail server so that the acquired information can be transmitted to said mail client.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Field of the Invention] This Invention relates to the record medium which recorded the database

distribution system and the program for database distribution which send the information on a

database to the mail client of a distribution place especially according to carrier beam directions

from the mail client of a distributing agency about the record medium which recorded the

database distribution system and the program for database distribution.

[Description of the Prior Art] There is a system which transmits the result which the database

was asked by E-mail to other mail clients as a database distribution system. In such a system,

when the access to which a transmission place mail client accesses a database is limited,

various problems occur. If it distributes without a distribution person checking the authority over

an addressee's database, security will not be protected or that harmful information is passed will

occur for a specific addressee. In order to solve this problem, the activity checked at every a

distribution person's distribution of an addressee's access privilege is needed. When distributing

to many addressees especially, and each addressee's access privilege is not the same, the

activity which limits to the information corresponding to an access privilege check activity and
each access privilege, and is distributed becomes very complicated.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As mentioned above, the conventional database

distribution system had the trouble that a distribution activity became very complicated, when
the access privilege was set as the database. The information which an addressee cannot see

even if an e-mail transmitting person is not conscious of the object of this invention offers the

record medium which recorded the database distribution system which can carry out a mask, and
the program for database distribution.

[Means for Solving the Problem] The database distribution system of this invention is

characterized by sending the information corresponding to the authority of said distribution place

mail client in the database distribution system which sends the information on a database to a

distribution place mail client. In the database distribution system by which the database

distribution system of this invention sends the information on a database to a distribution place

mail client The database access equipment which accesses said database, and the authority

chart showing account of said distribution place mail client, and the response of the authority

accessed to said database. It has distribution data control equipment which matches the

information which said database access equipment acquired with the authority shown in said

authority chart, and you may make it send the information corresponding to the authority of said

distribution place mail client. The account which the database distribution system of this

invention is further equipped with the security conversion table showing the mail address of said

distribution place mail client and the response of account, and is set as said security conversion

table is the same as that of account for said distribution place mail client to access said

database, and good to also make. Said security conversion table and said authority chart are

used for said distribution data control equipment, and you may make it the database distribution

system of this invention specify the authority accessed to said database of said distribution

place mail client. The password with which said security conversion table is equipped with the

mail address of said distribution place mail client and the conversion table of a password, and



sets the database distribution system of this invention as said security conversion table further

is the same as a password for said distribution place mail client to access said database, and

good to also make. You may make it said distribution data control equipment access the

database distribution system of this invention to said database of said distribution place mail

client by matching a password from the mail address of said distribution place mail client using

said security conversion table and said authority chart. Said distribution place mail client is

plurality, and when the authority accessed to said database of two or more of said distribution

place mail clients is not the same, you may make it the database distribution system of this

invention send the information corresponding to each authority of two or more of said

distribution place mail clients. The record medium of this invention is characterized by recording

the program for making a computer perform processing which sends the information

corresponding to the authority of said distribution place mail client in the database distribution

system which sends the information on a database to a distribution place mail client. In the

database distribution system by which the record medium of this invention sends the information

on a database to a distribution place mail client The processing which acquires account and
password of said distribution place mail client from the file corresponding to the security which
matches the mail address of a distribution place mail client with account and a password. Said

acquired account and the processing which acquires information according to the access
privilege set as said database using said password. You may make it make a computer perform

processing which matches information and a mail address and is passed to a mail server so that

the acquired information can be transmitted to said mail client.

[Embodiment of the Invention] The gestalt of operation of this invention is explained with

reference to a drawing. Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the configuration of the 1st of

the gestalt of operation of this invention. The gestalt of the 1st operation consists of the mail

client 1 which directs e-mail distribution, the mail client 2 and mail client 3 which receive the

distributed mail, a server computer 4, and a server computer 5. In drawing 1 , a mail client 1 , a

mail client 2, and the server computer 4 are connected to the Internet through the intranet

which is the premises (Local Area Network) of LAN, and the mail client 3 and the server

computer 5 are connected to the external Internet. The server computer 4 investigates account
and a password with a mail server 41 based on a mail address, or contains a database 45 with

the file 44 corresponding to the security to which the distribution data control equipment 42
which matches the received database information and a mail address, the database access
equipment 43 which accesses a database, and the account and password which are used at the

time of a mail address and database access were made to correspond. The server computer 5

contains a mail server 51. The file 44 and database 45 corresponding to security may be out of

the server computer 4. The server computer 4 managed the mail client 1 and the mail client 2,

and the server computer 5 has managed the mail client 3. Next, actuation is explained. Drawing 2

is a flow chart which shows actuation. First, directions of "acquiring the address book
information on a database and distributing to a mail client 2 and a mail client 3" from a mail

client 1 are transmitted (step SI). Distribution data control equipment 42 will acquire account
and password of a mail client 1, a mail client 2, and a mail client 3 from the file 44 corresponding

to security, if the directions are received (step S2). An e-mail address, account, and a response
of a password are shown in the security conversion table of drawing 3 , and the file 44
corresponding to security holds them. Distribution data control equipment 42 passes the account
and password which were acquired, and the directions which acquire an address book to

database access equipment 43 for every mail address (step S3). Account and a password will

perform access by the access privilege set as the database 45 by setting up the same thing as

setting out for accessing a database 45. The example of an access privilege is shown in the

authority chart of drawing 4 . A database 45 holds an authority chart. Here, since it is the

interior of intranet, all items can be referred to, and since a mail client 3 is outside intranet, the

mail client 1 and the mail client 2 are carrying out it to the ability only of an address and a name
to be referred to. When an access privilege is this setting out, in the case of a mail client 1 and a

mail client 2, the item passed to distribution data control equipment 42 turns into all items in the

address book chart of drawing 5 from database access equipment 43. In the case of a mail client



3, it becomes a name and the item of only an address (step S4). Distribution data control

equipment 42 passes e-mail to matching and a mail server 41 for the content and mail address

of e-mail so that the received information can be transmitted to each mail client (step S5). It is

transmitted to a mail client 1 and a mail client 2 via a mail server 41, and the transmitted mail is

transmitted to a mail client 3 via a mail server 41 and a mail server 51 (step S6). Next, the

gestalt of operation of the 2nd of this invention is explained. Drawing 6 is the block diagram

showing the 2nd configuration of the gestalt of operation. The gestalt of the 2nd operation

consists of the mail client 1 which directs e-mail distribution, the mail client 2 and mail client 3

which receive the distributed mail, a server computer 4, a server computer 5, and a record

medium 6. The record medium 6 is recording the program for database distribution. This record

medium 6 may be a record medium of a magnetic disk, semiconductor memory, and an optical

disk and others. In drawing 6 , a mail client 1, a mail client 2, and the server computer 4 are

connected to the Internet through the intranet which is the premises of LAN, and the mail client

3 and the server computer 5 are connected to the external Internet. The server computer 4

contains a database 45 with the file 44 corresponding to the security to which the account and

password which are used at the time of a mail server 41, and a mail address and database

access were made to correspond. The server computer 5 contains a mail server 51. The server

computer 4 managed the mail client 1 and the mail client 2, and the server computer 5 has

managed the mail client 3. The program for database distribution is read into the server

computer 4 from a record medium 6, and controls actuation of the server computer 4. The
server computer 4 performs the following processings, i.e., the processing by the distribution

data control equipment 42 and the database access equipment 43 in a gestalt of the 1st

operation, and same processing by the program control for database distribution. First, the

address book information on "database is acquired from a mail client 1 , and they are a mail client

2 and mail. If directions of distributing to a client 3" are received, account and password of a

mail client 1, a mail client 2, and a mail client 3 will be acquired from the file 44 corresponding to

security. Next, a database 45 is accessed using the account and password which were acquired,

and e-mail is passed to matching and a mail server 41 for the content and mail address of e-mail

so that the information which acquired and acquired information according to the access

privilege set as the database 45 can be transmitted to each mail client. It is transmitted to a mail

client 1 and a mail client 2 via a mail server 41 , and the transmitted mail is transmitted to a mail

client 3 via a mail server 41 and a mail server 51.

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, since this invention checks account and a

password based on a mail address and accesses to a database using the authority of a

distribution place when transmitting the result which the database was asked by E-mail to other

mail clients, it is effective in that a distribution person does not need to be conscious of the

authority over an addressee's database.

[Translation done.]
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